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The Grasshopper and the AntWhen you work all summer to save up your crumbsYou'll have no
worries when wintertime comes.Sigal Adler adds a new book to her impressive number of books
for children. This time ‘round she continues her survey of Aesop’s Fables (THE GRASSHOPPER
AND THE ANT is Book 1 of that series) and in doing so she not only provides quality reading
entertainment but also opens the path for children to appreciate beloved fables of yesteryear.
Each of her books was written in Hebrew and as they became best sellers in Israel she decided
to have them translated into English to benefit an even broader range of children. As always
Sigal's rhyming style is delightful. The stories are not only entertaining but they also carry some
subtle messages to those children fortunate enough to read them - or have them read to them.
The book The Aesop fable Sigal uses describes how a hungry grasshopper begs for food from
an ant when winter comes and is refused, the moral being the virtues of hard work and planning
for the future. Sigal’s retelling of the fable in rhyming fashion places a more positive stance and
makes this important fable accessible to children and is a particular joy, summarizing the tale as
follows: ‘When you work all summer to save up your crumbs You’ll have no worries when winter
comes.’ But on to the lyricism – ‘Once a grasshopper lived near a sweet ant Wonderful
neighbors around the same plant; Childhood friends so loyal and true, Good-hearted bugs they
were through and through.’ The ant uses her time in the spring to gather food while the
grasshopper relaxes and lives for music, games, and play. But when winter comes the ant has
her food and the grasshopper is left without friends, needing to depend on the friendship with
the ant to survive. ‘That’s how they spent the winter that year Proving that friends are good to
have near.A fun story with a solid message beautifully illustrated - Children's books -. Grady
HarpThe North Wind and the Sun "One day in late spring with the sun shining strongShe
announced to the North Wind, “You do not belong!”“It’s time you must leave, so things can get
hot.”But the North Wind said simply, “Oh, no, I will not.”This is a beautifully illustrated book with a
delightful story. The author has taken the classic Aesop Fable and added so much more to it. I
can not truly tell you just what a wonderful and well-put-together this book is. You will have to
grab it and see for yourself. I have been a Sigal Adler fan for years, but I have to say this is one of
her best stories and such a delightful book to give to children. It is a great story to read out loud
to little ones and watches their faces light up as they stare in awe at the pictures of the sun and
the wind as they enter into a contest and a battle of wills to see who is stronger. The winner in
this story is the reader and the acclaim goes to an amazing author.One person found this helpful
5.0 out of 5 stars WOW! Beautiful book! P.S. Winn

Hammy & Gert by Anne Murray is a wonderful re-telling of Hansel & Gretel. It is a clever, fun and
original adaptation that children will definitely love and be richly entertained by. The artistic eye-



appealing illustrations bring the book to life and the messages within the story are positive,
uplifting and inspiring.With humorous contemporary language that children can relate to and
enjoy comes this endearing and imaginative tale about a delightful brother and a sister. Siblings
that, despite not being wanted by their mother and father, remain cheerful, take care of each
other and even when scared... remain very polite. Hammy, the loving protective brother, tries not
to show his fear when they are abandoned in the forest. Using their quick wit and intelligence,
they determine to look after each other and find a way out. They stumble across a very modern
building and decide to see if there is help inside. Captured by a fierce looking man, it is Gert's
inventive net that enables them to escape. Hammy & Gert is an especially captivating and
engaging children's story due to Anne Murray's unique descriptive writing style and amusing
narration, along with the truly beautiful and colorful illustrations. My children were overjoyed and
pleased with this story when I read it to them. Since then, they have had me read it to them
several times and they keep picking it up just to look at the incredible illustrations.Hammy & Gert:
Lost in the Forest is not only creative and exciting, it emphasizes that home is not a building or a
place; it is where your heart is and where you are. It also is designed to open children up to
discussions on home and who your 'real' family are. Anne Murray has crafted a well-written and
delightfully entertaining story that touches on kindness, manners and keeping a positive attitude
amongst other things. Hammy & Gert, along with all of Anne Murray's utterly charming upside-
down fairy tale book series, comes highly recommended by Kids Lit Book Café. Book review
written by T N Traynor for Kids Lit Book Cafe Reviews. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Once a grasshopper lived near a sweet antWonderful neighbors around the same
plant;Childhood friends so loyal and true,Good-hearted bugs they were through and through.

When spring arrived and warm weather breezedThe ant didn’t lie back and do as she
pleasedShe ran out each day, without any breakGathering crumbs from cookies and cake.

She didn’t stop to enjoy a vacationOr even pause for a brief conversationJust thought of what
the future would bringWithout daring to whistle or even to sing.

But the grasshopper loved to party all dayHe lived for music, for games, and for playWhen they
all clapped, he’d take a deep bowProud of his voice, thinking only of now.
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Grady Harp, “‘Now I’m sure that a lesson you’ll learn about what hard work and effort can earn’.
Israeli author Sigal Adler adds a new book to her impressive number of books for children. This
time ‘round she continues her survey of Aesop’s Fables (THE GRASSHOPPER AND THE ANT
is Book 2 of that series) and in doing so she not only provides quality reading entertainment, but
also opens the path for children to appreciate beloved fables of yesteryear. Each of her books
was written in Hebrew and as they became best sellers in Israel she decided to have them
translated into English to benefit an even broader range of children. As always Sigal's rhyming
style is delightful. The stories are not only entertaining but they also carry some subtle
messages to those children fortunate enough to read them - or have them read to them. The
books are enhanced by illustrator Abira Das.The Aesop fable Sigal uses describes how a
hungry grasshopper begs for food from an ant when winter comes and is refused, the moral
being the virtues of hard work and planning for the future. Sigal’s retelling of the fable in rhyming
fashion places a more positive stance and makes this important fable accessible to children and
is a particular joy, summarizing the tale as follows: ‘When you work all summer to save up your
crumbs You’ll have no worries when winter comes.’ But on to the lyricism – ‘Once a grasshopper
lived near a sweet ant Wonderful neighbors around the same plant; Childhood friends so loyal
and true, Good-hearted bugs they were through and through.’ The ant uses her time in the
spring to gather food while the grasshopper relaxes and lives for music, games, and play. But
when winter comes the ant has her food and the grasshopper is left without friends, needing to
depend on the friendship with the ant to survive. ‘That’s how they spent the winter that year
Proving that friends are good to have near.A fun story with a solid message beautifully illustrated
- and Sigal Adler successfully adds to her repertoire of fine children's books. Grady Harp, August
20”

P.S. Winn, “I am a fan of Aesop's fables and love the way Sigal Adler has adapted them for a new
generation.. This is a wonderful book with beautiful illustrations. The author has taken a classic
Aesop's fable and updated it into a book children will love and parents will be delighted to have
them read. The author uses rhyming text and a fun story to tell how the ant teaches a valuable
lesson to the grasshopper. Readers will also learn something along the way. If you prepare for
the future you will be better off in the end. Sometimes, it is easier to be like the grasshopper and
not worry about what may come. If, however, we are like the ant and look ahead, things definitely
go a bit smoother.”

retired to read, “Sigal Adler … The Grasshopper & the An: Aesop’s Fables in Verse. Adler has
turned the classic stories into rhyming poems ( including the Wind and the Sun). These two
fables children are exposed to very young! Enchanting!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “YES!. "When you work all summer to save up your crumbs.""You'll have no



worries when winter comes."Very true. Work hard and then don't worry about it because you
have already achieved it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Classic Tale. It's the classic tale of the grasshopper and ant. It's shortened
and has a rhyme pattern that helps to keep the attention of smaller children.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I read this to my children, grand children and now to my great grand child.
Life lessons of the greatest kind.. The art catches the eye. I have purchased this author in
hardcover and my grand daughter loves them. The story will never  be to old.”

TQOP, “Best Story Ever. Beautiful illustrations, and a perfect moral lesson to learn, with a perfect
rhyme scheme.”

Sanju Kapoor, “Grasshopper. My son liked it. He love to read the stories at his bed time. As he
gose to sleep after listening to the stories.”

The book by Sigal Adler has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 79 people have provided feedback.
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